GENERAL AGREEMENT ON
TARIFFS AND TRADE

DOCUMENTS INDEX

1 January-31 December 1962

Accession

(See: "Argentina, Cambodia, Israel, Portugal, Tariff Negotiations 1960-61, United Arab Republic")

African Common Market

Text of Treaty Establishing African Common Market
Discussion 20th session; establishment of WP
   Membership and terms of reference
   Note by Chairman

Agenda - CPs

20th session

Advance
  Provisional
  Notes by secretariat on agenda items
  Adoption of, agenda as adopted

Agenda - Council

22-28 Feb. 62

  Provisional agenda
  Notes on agenda items
  Adoption of agenda

24-31 May 62

  Provisional agenda
  Notes on agenda items
  Adoption of agenda

22 Oct. 62

  Agenda

Agricultural Adjustment Act

(See "United States waiver ...")
Argentina: provisional accession

Entry into force of Declaration of 18 Nov.60

Discussion 20th session

Draft decision re participation of Argentina in work of CPs and draft procès-verbal extending Declaration of 18 Nov.60

Approval of draft decision and procès-verbal

Texts of Decision and Procès-Verbal (7 Nov.62)

Article I: waivers

(See "Australia/Papua New Guinea", "France/Germany trade with Saar, Italian special customs treatment/Libya, South Africa, Rhodesia and Nyasaland/United Kingdom territories, United Kingdom dependent ..., United Kingdom waiver...")

Article II: waivers

(See "Ceylon - temporary duty increases, Chilean import charges, New Zealand Schedule, Nicaraguan import charges, Peruvian import charges, Uruguay import charges")

Article XI: waivers

(See "Belgium: waiver, Germany: waiver, hard-core balance-of-payments ..., United States: waiver ...")

Article XII: restrictions to safeguard the balance of payments

(See "Quantitative restrictions ...")

Article XVI: subsidies

(See also "Subsidies: notifications ..., "Protocols: status of ... Declaration Extending" and "Procès-Verbal" etc.)

Declaration Extending the Standstill Provisions of Article XVI:4

Entry into force

Declaration Giving Effect to the Provisions of Article XVI:4

Entry into force
Article XVI: subsidies (cont.)

Review of operation of Article XVI under para. 5

Summary schedules
Review not to be included in 20th session agenda

L/1729, Corr.1-2
C/W/43, C/M/10

Article XVII: State-trading enterprises

(See "State-trading...")

Article XVIII: governmental assistance to economic development

(See also "Quantitative restrictions ... Consultations under Article XVIII")

Annual review under para. 6 of measures applied pursuant to Sections C and D

Ceylon

Fourth annual review; background document for review
Statement by Ceylon representative and background document constitute review

L/1869
SR.20/5

Article XIX: emergency action on imports of particular products

Australia - Schedule I

Timber - imposition of temporary quantitative restrictions
Refrigerating appliances, parts for - withdrawal of concessions
Antibiotics - imposition of temporary quantitative restrictions
Forged steel flanges

L/1812, Add.1, Corr.1
L/1819
L/1820
L/1863

Nigeria - Schedule XLIII

Notification of restriction of imports of cement

L/1781

Rhodesia and Nyasaland - Schedule XVI

Cotton and rayon piece-goods - notification in respect of

L/1898
Article XIX: emergency action on imports of particular products (cont.)

United States - Schedule XX

Compensation for actions on typewriter ribbon cloth and safety pins
Increase in duties in customs tariff of EEC (polyethylene, polystyrene, woven fabrics of man-made fibres synthetic and artificial, varnishes and lacquers)
Compensation for actions on Wilton carpets and sheet glass

I/1746
I/1803
I/1951

Article XXIII - recourse by the United States

French import restrictions

Note by the United States delegation
Discussion 20th session; appointment of Panel
Membership and terms of reference
Report of Panel
Discussion 20th session; adoption of report

L/1899
SR.20/8
W.20/18
L/1921, Corr.1,2*
SR.20/8

Exports of potatoes to Canada

Discussion 20th session; appointment of Panel
Membership and terms of reference
Report of Panel
Discussion 20th session; adoption of report

SR.20/8
W.20/19
L/1927
SR.20/13

Article XXIII - recourse by Uruguay

Information furnished by Uruguay re consultations between Uruguay and other cps
Communication of 26 Feb.62 from Uruguayan delegation
Discussion Council (22-28 Feb.62); appointment of Panel
Membership and terms of reference
Report by Panel
Discussion 20th session; adoption of report
Statement by representative of Brazil

L/1712
C/W/33
C/M/9
L/1739
L/1923, Corr.1
SR.20/13
L/1940

Article XXIV:5(a)

(See "EEC - Examination of common tariff....")

** French only
Article XXVI

Admission of Trinidad and Tobago
Draft declaration
Discussion 20th session; adoption of Declaration
Text of Declaration (23 Oct. 62)

Admission of Uganda
Draft declaration
Discussion 20th session; adoption of declaration
Text of Declaration (23 Oct. 62)

Article XXVI: Acceptance, entry into force and registration

Application of the General Agreement

Territories to which the Agreement is applied
Notification by United Kingdom in respect of Jamaica
Notification by United Kingdom in respect of the Turks and Caicos Islands and the Cayman Islands

Article XXVIII: Modification of schedules

Request for authority to renegotiate by Kingdom of Netherlands re Benelux Schedule (Surinam); granted by Council (22-28 Feb. 62)
Request for authority to renegotiate by United States upon acceptance by United States Congress of Tariff Simplification Act; granted by Council (24-31 May 62)
Statement submitted by representative of United States
Request for authority to renegotiate by Australia; granted by CPs
Note by Exec. Sec. on proposed extension of time-limit for negotiations commenced in 15°0
Approval of extension until 30 June 63
Request for authority to renegotiate by Peru
Authority granted by CPs

Article XXXV: Invocation of against Japan

Withdrawal of invocation by Ghana and New Zealand
Discussion Council (24-31 May 62)
Discussion 20th session

Article XXXV: Invocation of against Portugal

By Ghana, India and Nigeria in respect of Portugal and by Portugal in respect of Ghana, India, Japan and Nigeria
Australian treatment of products of Papua-New Guinea

Eighth annual report (1962) by Australia
  Report noted by Council (24-31 May 62)

Austria – reduction of customs duties

Communication from Austrian Government

Avoidance of market disruption

(See "Market disruption, avoidance of")

B

✓ Balance-of-payments import restrictions

(See "Quantitative import restrictions ...")

Belgium: waiver from Article XI

Discussion 20th session; appointment of WP
  Statement by Belgian representative
    Membership and terms of reference
    Report of WP
    Discussion 20th session; adoption of report

✓ Borneo Free Trade Area

Entry into force

Budget and finance of the CONTRACTING PARTIES

Note by Exec. Sec. on classification of Geneva for purpose of post adjustment applicable to staff in professional category

Discussion Council (22-28 Feb.62) on salaries of ungraded posts and classification of Geneva for purposes of post adjustment

Final 1961 budget position

Assessment of advances to Working Capital Fund in 1961

Note by Exec. Sec. on general service salary scales

Discussion Council (24-31 May 62); appointment of Committee on Budget, Finance and Administration
  Terms of reference and membership
  Budget estimates for the financial year 1963
Budget and finance of the CONTRACTING PARTIES (cont.)

- Exec. Sec.'s financial report on 1961 account
- Report of Committee
- Approval of report by Council (22 Oct.62)
- Additional contributions to 1963 budget
- Financial position as at 30 Sept.62
- Classification of Geneva for purpose of post adjustment for professional category
- Adoption of report and recommendations

Butter marketing problems

- Report of working group
  - Discussion Council (22-28 Feb.62); report noted

Canada: exports of potatoes to

(See "Article XXIII")

Canadian temporary import surcharges

- Communication from Canada
- Discussion Council (11-12 July 62); examination by CPs at 20th session
- Record of discussion
- Changes in list of temporary import charges
- Removal of certain surcharges
- Discussion 20th session; appointment of Group
  - Membership and terms of reference
  - Draft decision
  - Report of Group
  - Discussion 20th session; adoption of report and draft decision
  - Text of Decision (15 Nov.62); derestriction of text (SR.20/11)

Cambodia: Application of the General Agreement

- Tanganyika intends to maintain de facto application of Agreement with Cambodia

Cambodia: accession

- Reminder re voting
- Text of Decision (5 June 62)
Central American Free Trade Area

Second protocol to the Central American Agreement on the equalization of import duties and charges
Treaty concerning preferential exchanges and free trade between the Republics of Panama, Nicaragua and Costa Rica
Item to be retained on Council May agenda
Communication from Government of Nicaragua
Discussion Council (24-31 May 62); question deferred
Annual report (1962) by Nicaragua
Report noted

Ceylon - temporary duty increases

(See also "Quantitative import restrictions: Action taken by individual governments and Article XVIII")

Duty increases and intensification of import restrictions
Second annual report under Decision of 10 April 61
Further intensification of restrictions
Discussion 20th session; matter referred to Balance-of-Payments Committee
Report and draft decision
Adoption of report and draft decision
Text of Decision (15 Nov.62)

Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the CONTRACTING PARTIES

Opening and closing addresses by Chairman 20th session
Election of Chairman and Vice-Chairman

Chilean import surcharges

Request for further extension of Decision of 27 May 59; draft decision
Adoption of draft decision
Text of Decision (13 Nov.62)

Commodity problems: impact upon international trade

No WP to be convened in 1962
Report by Chairman of ICCICA
Discussion 20th session; observations by the Exec. Sec.
Text of observations by Exec. Sec. for inclusion in SR
Observations noted by the CPs
Common Market

(See "European Economic Community ...")

Consular formalities

Notification of termination by Cuba L/1704
List of existing requirements prepared by ICC L/1719
Confirmation of establishment of Panel to meet C/M/9
12-16 March 62
Report of the Panel of Experts and draft recommendation L/1743, Corr.1
Report noted by Council (24-31 May 62) C/M/10
Discussion 20th session; recommendation approved and report adopted SR.20/5, Corr.1-2*
Text of Recommendation (31 Oct.62) L/1890

Council

22-28 Feb.62
Provisional agenda C/19, Rev.1
Notes on agenda items C/W/32
Adoption of agenda C/M/9, C/21
Order of business C/W/35
Conclusions C/W/36
Membership C/20
List of representatives C/INF/7, Add.1
Election of Chairman C/M/9
Further work of Council C/M/9
Minutes C/M/9

24 May - 1 June 62
Provisional agenda C/22
Notes on agenda items C/W/38
Adoption of agenda C/M/10, C/23
Order of business C/W/39
Programme of work C/W/42
Membership C/M/10
Conclusions C/W/47, Add.1
List of representatives C/INF/8, Add.1-2
Minutes C/M/10

11-12 July 62
Minutes of meeting (Canadian temporary import surcharges) C/M/11

*English only.
Cotton textiles

Terms of reference and membership of Committee
Report of Technical Sub-Committee
Report on the Statistical Sub-Committee
Long-Term Arrangement Regarding Trade in Cotton Textiles; proposals regarding procedures
Text of Long-Term Arrangement and record of understandings reached by Committee (28 Jan.-9 Feb.62)
Paragraph 12 of record of understandings
Report of meeting (10-12 Sept.62)
Report of meeting (26 Sept.62)
Report of meetings (1 and 9 Oct.62)
Report of meeting (13 Nov.62)
Discussion 20th session

Acceptances of Long-Term Arrangement Regarding Trade in Cotton Textiles

United Kingdom
Canada
Pakistan
United States
India, Israel, Japan, Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom (in respect of Hongkong), Denmark
Netherlands
Italy
Federal Republic of Germany
Belgium
Portugal
France
Luxemburg
Commission of the EEC, communication from
Japan, communication from
Austria

L/1707
L/1717
L/1810
L/1813, Add.1
L/1821
L/1854
L/1875
COT/M/1
COT/M/2
SR.20/7

L/1811
L/1811/Add.1, Rev.1**
L/1811/Add.2
L/1811/Add.3
L/1811/Add.4
L/1811/Add.5
L/1811/Add.6
L/1811/Add.7
L/1811/Add.8
L/1811/Add.9, 14
L/1811/Add.10
L/1811/Add.11
L/1811/Add.12
L/1811/Add.13
L/1811/Add.15

** French only.
Cotton Textiles (cont.)

Accession to the Long-Term Arrangement Regarding Trade in Cotton Textiles

Accession by the United Arab Republic L/1838
Application for accession by Mexico L/1839
Application for accession by Colombia L/1832
Accession by Mexico L/1811/Add.16

Documentation

Long-Term Arrangement Regarding Trade in Cotton Textiles; Annex A and Protocols COT/W/1
Draft report on meetings held on 1 and 9 Oct.62 COT/W/2
Application for Accession by Colombia and Mexico to LTA COT/W/3, 4, 7
Basic Statistics for LTA COT/W/5, 8
Subjects for decision for meeting of Committee, 13 Nov.62 COT/W/6

Cotton textiles, United States equalization fee C/M/9

Customs Unions

(See "African Common Market, Borneo ..., Central American ..., European Economic ..., European Free Trade ..., Ghana-Upper Volta ..., Latin American ..., Nicaragua-El Salvador ....")

Derestricction of documents

Derestricction on 7 Feb.62 INF/96
Note by Exec. Sec. on derestrictions since 19th session C/W/41
Proposals agreed to by Council (24-31 May 62) C/M/10
Proposed derestricction on 31 July 62 L/1799
Derestricction on 31 July 62 INF/97
Derestricction at 20th session of:
Committee II consultation with EEC (L/1910)
United States report re Agricultural Adjustment Act L/1836
Report on Pakistan Five-Year Plan L/1924
Proposed derestricction on 15 Jan.63 L/1944
Documents distribution

Distribution for 20th session

E

Eléction of Officers of CONTRACTING PARTIES

(See "Chairman ...")

European Economic Community

Acceleration of reduction of customs duties. Discussions 20th session on information furnished by Member States; Statement by representative of EEC; Statement by representative of India

Common agricultural policy

Final text of decisions to be made available to CPs; Texts of Regulations re implementation; Discussion Council (24-31 May 62); Committee II to carry out consultation with EEC; Studies on: Cereals, Pigmeat, eggs, poultry meat, fruit and vegetables

Examination of common tariff under Article XXIV:5(a)

(See also "Tariff negotiations ...")

Interpretation of the word "applicable" - note by Exec. Sec.; Discussion 20th session

Association of Greece

Consolidated lists of questions by cps; Replies to questions; WP to meet on 10 Sept. 62; Report of WP; Conclusions proposed by Chairman of CPs; Discussion 20th session; adoption of conclusions; Text of conclusions (15 Nov. 62)

*English only.

**French only.
European Free Trade Association

Protocol on importation of agricultural products from Portugal to Switzerland and first supplement to protocol concerning importation of Swiss products to Portugal
Information furnished by Member States; distribution of text of second annual report
Discussion 20th session; information noted by CPs

Association of Finland

Information furnished by Member States; distribution of text of second annual report
Discussion 20th session; information noted by CPs

Expansion of International Trade

(See "International Trade ..."

F

Fellowship programme (Technical Assistance)

Action by the GATT in 1962
Discussion 20th session

Franco-German Treaty on the Saar

Fifth annual report (1962) submitted by France and Germany
Discussion 20th session; report noted

French import restrictions

(See "Article XXIII" and "Quantitative import restrictions ...
Action taken ...")

French tariff modifications

Communication from the French Government

Futures markets

Note by Exec. Sec. on recommendation to examine regulations re futures markets
Information supplied by governments
German import restrictions, waiver in respect of
Discussion Council (24-31 May 62) C/M/10
Fourth annual report under Decision of 30 May 59 L/1876
Discussion 20th session; appointment of WP SR.20/4
Membership and terms of reference W.20/3
Report of WP L/1909, Corr.1
Discussion 20th session; adoption of report SR.20/9

Ghana-Upper Volta Trade Agreement

Text of Agreement (signed on 28 June 61) L/1766
Discussion 20th session; referred to WP on African SR.20/4
Common Market W.20/10
Membership and terms of reference L/1926
Note by Chairman

"Hard-core" balance-of-payments import restrictions

(See "Quantitative restrictions ...")

Import restrictions

(See "Quantitative import restrictions - action taken by individual countries: Austria, Burma, Ceylon, Chile, Denmark, Finland, France, Greece, Israel, Italy, Japan, New Zealand, Pakistan, South Africa, Switzerland, Turkey")

Indices and lists of documents

List of documents issued from 1 Jan.-31 Dec.61 INF/95
Documents index, 1 Jan.-31 Dec.61 INF/98

Interim Co-ordinating Committee for International Commodity Arrangements (ICCICA)

Report by Chairman of ICCICA L/1874
Discussion 20th session SR.20/3
Nomination of Chairman for a second term W.20/21, SR.20/11
International Chamber of Commerce

Resolution adopted re United States Trade Expansion Act

International Convention to Facilitate the Importation of Commercial Samples and Advertising Material

(See "Samples ...")

International trade - expansion of

General

Discussion 20th session on programme as a whole
Membership of Committees II and III

Committee II (agriculture)

List of representatives (8-23 Oct.62)
Argentina appointed as member of Committee
Reports on consultations with:
   Chile
   Pakistan

EEC - Common Agricultural Policy

Cereals
Pigmeat, eggs, poultry meat, fruit and vegetables
Report of Com.II on consultation with EEC
   Discussion 20th session; report adopted

Changes in agricultural policy:

Rhodesia and Nyasaland
Sweden
Chile

Group on Cereals

Summary of discussion (12-16 Feb.62)
   Note taken by Council (22-28 Feb.62) of summary
Discussion Council (24-31 May 62)
Oral report by Exec. Sec. at 20th session
International trade - expansion of (cont.)

Committee II (Agriculture) (cont.)

Group on Meat

Arrangements for future work on other commodities (Meat) C/W/37
Establishment of Group; membership and terms of reference C/M/9
Note by secretariat L/1772
International trade in cattle and sheep; comments made and views expressed at preparatory meeting (21-23 May 62) CG/2
Discussion Council (24-31 May 62) C/M/10
Comments submitted by Fed. of Rhodesia and Nyasaland CG/3
Oral report by Exec. Sec. at 20th session SR.20/12

Committee III

Statements at meetings, reports, etc.

Report on future programme of work L/1732, Corr.1
List of representatives (19-22 Feb.62) COM.III/INF/8
List of representatives (1-11 May 62) COM.III/INF/9, Add.1

Statement made by United Kingdom representative on 3 May 62 on reduction of tariffs COM.III/82
Note by Exec. Sec. on reduction of customs tariffs COM.III/83
Report on meetings in May 62 L/1738, Corr.1
Statement made by FAO representative on effects of reductions on taxes on tea, coffee and cocoa COM.III/84
Discussion Council (24-31 May 62); note taken of report C/M/10
List of representatives (8-12 Oct.62) COM.III/INF/10
Note by Chairman of Com.III on assistance in promotion of trade of less-developed countries COM.III/92
Interim report L/1859
Argentina and Turkey appointed as members of Committee SR.20/2
Report on meetings Oct.-Nov.62 L/1925, Add.1
Discussion 20th session; adoption of reports SR.20/12, 13
Report of the examination of the Second-Five-Year Plan of Pakistan L/1924, Corr.1
Membership of Committee III L/1942

Documentation

Notes by Rhodesia and Nyasaland delegation on:
Tariff discrimination against processed products COM.III/W.16
Reduction of obstacles to exports of unmanufactured tobacco COM.III/W.17
International trade - expansion of (cont.)

Committee III (cont.)

Documentation (cont.)

Quantitative restrictions affecting exports of less-developed countries re first, second and third list of products

Customs tariffs on certain products considered by Committee

State-trading practices affecting exports of less-developed countries - proposed questionnaire

Replies to requests made in COM.III report (L/1732):
- Measures applied by Japan and proposed action
- Measures taken by Italy
- Action taken by the United Kingdom

Import régimes of:
- Austria and recent action
- Federal Republic of Germany and proposed action
- Australia and proposed action
- Norway and proposed action
- United States policy and action
- Views of the Dominican Republic

Information requested by Com.III

Information supplied by cps on State-trading operations affecting exports of less-developed countries

Summary table of quantitative restrictions affecting exports of less-developed countries

Recent reductions in quantitative restrictions affecting exports of less-developed countries

Recent activities of international organizations in relation to production and marketing techniques in less-developed countries

Recent reductions in customs duties

Proposal by Brazilian representative re international trade information centre

Secretariat paper on trade and payments aspects of the second Five-Year Plan of Pakistan

Expansion of trade of less-developed countries; programme of action proposed by less-developed countries

COM.III/72, Corr.1
COM.III/73, Add.1
COM.III/75
COM.III/76
COM.III/81
COM.III/74
COM.III/77,
Corr.1**Add.1-2
COM.III/78
COM.III/79
COM.III/80
COM.III/85
COM.III/86
L/1797
COM.III/87,
Add.1-5
COM.III/89, Rev.1
COM.III/90
COM.III/91
COM.III/88
COM.III/93
COM.III/94
COM.III/95

** French only.
International trade - expansion of (cont.)

Committee III (cont.)

Documentation (cont.)

Note by Swedish delegation on possibility of multilateral approach to the problem of revenue duties and internal taxes COM.III/96, Rev.1
Secretariat note on new studies proposed at meeting 8-11 Oct.62 COM.III/97
Statement by Australian delegation re examination of trade and payments aspects of development plans COM.III/98
Document for commodity study on third list of products - canned fish etc. COM.III/61/Add.1

Obstacles to the trade of less-developed countries

Trade in Tropical Products

Proposed establishment of Special Group on Trade in Tropical Products L/1732, Corr.1
Approval by Council (22-28 Feb.62); terms of reference and membership C/M/9, L/1751
Statement by representative of Indonesia at meeting of Council 27 Feb.62 L/1742
Record of discussions and conclusions reached at meeting (4-8 June 62) L/1817
Discussion 20th session SR.20/13
Statistics for meeting of Sub-Group W(62)1
Commercial policy measures affecting exports of tropical products W(62)2
Note by secretariat (meeting 3-6 Dec.62) L/1946
Record of discussions of Sub-Group (meeting 3-6 Dec.62) L/1952

Special Group on Trade in Tropical Products

Documentation

Commercial policy measures affecting exports of tropical products:
Cocoa COM.III/68, Corr.1-2
Oilseeds and vegetable oils COM.III/69, Corr.1-2
Coffee COM.III/70, Corr.1
Timber COM.III/71, Corr.1-2
International trade - expansion of (cont.)

Tariff reduction

Meeting of WP postponed
Agreement by Council (22-28 Feb.62) to postponement of WP
Text of Declaration by Council of EEC on multilateral tariff negotiations
Statement by United Kingdom representative on 3 May 62 at Com.III
Note by Exec. Sec.
United States Trade Expansion Act of 1962
Brief description of Bill
Statement by United States delegate at Com.III on 3 May 62
WP convened for 24 Sept.62
Procedures for tariff reductions
Resolution adopted by ICC re United Trade Expansion Act
Membership of WP

✓

Israel: accession

Entry into force of Protocol for Accession of Israel on 5 July 62

Israeli economic and trade policy

Extract from announcement by Minister of Finance
Discussion Council (22-28 Feb.62)

Italian import restrictions

(See also "Quantitative import restrictions ... Action taken by individual countries")

Discussion 20th session

Italian import restrictions affecting Israeli exports

Statement by Italy on residual restrictions applied by Italy to imports from Israel
Discussion Council (24-31 May 62)

Italian special customs treatment for certain Libyan products

Tenth annual report (1962) by Libya
Tenth annual report (1962) by Italy
Discussion 20th session; reports noted
Jamaica: application of GATT

Communications by the United Kingdom L/1809, L/1823

Kuwait - territory of

Application of the General Agreement L/1709

Latin American Free Trade Area

Discussion Council (22-28 Feb, 62) C/M/9
Information furnished by Member States L/1861, Add.1
Discussion 20th session; information noted SR.20/8

Less-developed countries - relationship to work of GATT

Proposal by United States L/1920
Discussion 20th session; proposal referred to SR.20/11
Council

Market disruption, avoidance of

Note by secretariat on study of textile industries L/1900
Request for necessary information to be supplied to SR.20/11 Committee.

Meetings of the CONTRACTING PARTIES

Programme of meetings - March to October 1962 I/1740
- April to October 1962 I/1745
- May to June 1962 I/1757
- June to November 1962 C/W/45, Rev.1
(proposals by Exec. Sec.)
- June to November 1962 approved by Council C/M/10, L/1788
Programme of meetings for 1963; note by Exec. Sec. W.20/25
Council to arrange programme of meetings SR.20/13
Ministers, meeting in 1963

Joint proposal by the United States and Canada for meeting in 1963
Discussion 20th session; proposals agreed

New Zealand: waiver from Article II

(See "Schedule XIII (New Zealand)"

Newly independent States: application of the General Agreement

Jamaica
Kuwait
Status of newly independent States under Recommendations of 18 Nov.60 and 9 Dec.61
Further extension of Decision of 18 Nov.60; draft decision
Adoption of decision
Text of Decision (14 Nov.62)
Status of newly independent States under Recommendations of 18 Nov.60 and 9 Dec.61 and 14 Nov.62

Nicaragua - El Salvador Free Trade Area

Annual report (1962) by Nicaragua
Report noted
Nicaragua import duties
Request for extension of Decision of 20 Nov.59
Discussion 20th session
Draft decision extending time-limit
Adoption of decision
Text of Decision (9 Nov.62)

Observer representation
Invitation extended to Korea by CPs to be represented at future sessions
Peruvian import charges

Annual report (1962) by Peru
Discussion 20th session; report noted

Poland: relations with

Proposed procedures and arrangements for review of implementation of Declaration on trade relations with Poland
Discussion Council (22-28 Feb.62); appointment of WP C/W/34
Membership and terms of reference C/M/9
Preparation for the review L/1738
Information supplied by governments L/1736, Corr.1
WP report L/1753, Corr.1, Add.1-6
Report noted by Council (24-31 May 62) L/1785
Report adopted C/M/10

Portugal: accession

Entry into force of Protocol for Accession of Portugal L/1761

Printing programme

Review of printing costs L/1806

Protocols: status of Agreement and protocols (See also PROT/1)

General

Status on 22 Oct.62 L/1888
Discussion 20th session on extension of time-limit for acceptance of amendment protocols SR.20/5
Draft decision W.20/6
Adoption of decision SR.20/7
Text of Decision (7 Nov.62) L/1906

Protocol Amending Part I and Articles XXIX and XXX

Status on 22 Oct.62 L/1888
Discussion 20th session on extension of time-limit for acceptance of amendment protocols SR.20/5
Draft decision W.20/6
Adoption of decision SR.20/7
Text of Decision (7 Nov.62) L/1906
Protocols: status of Agreement and protocols (cont.)

Protocol Amending the Preamble and Parts II and III

Status on 22 Oct.62
Discussion 20th session on extension of time-limit for acceptance of amendment protocols SR.20/5
Draft decision W.20/6
Adoption of decision SR.20/7
Text of Decision (7 Nov.62) L/1906

Protocol of Organizational Amendments

Status on 22 Oct.62
Discussion 20th session on extension of time-limit for acceptance of amendment protocols SR.20/5
Draft decision W.20/6
Adoption of decision SR.20/7
Text of Decision (7 Nov.62) L/1906

Protocol of Rectification to the French Text

Status on 22 Oct.62
Discussion 20th session on extension of time-limit for acceptance of amendment protocols SR.20/5
Draft decision W.20/6
Text of Decision (7 Nov.62) L/1906

Procès-Verbal of Signature Concerning the Protocol of Organizational Amendments

Status on 22 Oct.62

Procès-Verbal of Rectification to the Protocol Amending Part I and Articles XXIX and XXX, the Protocol Amending the Preamble and Parts II and III, and the Protocol of Organizational Amendments

Status on 22 Oct.62

Agreement on the Organization for Trade Cooperation

Status on 22 Oct.62

Fifth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications

Status on 22 Oct.62
Protocols: status of Agreement and protocols (cont.)

Sixth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications
Status on 22 Oct.62
L/1888

Seventh Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications
Status on 22 Oct.62
L/1888

Eighth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications
Status on 22 Oct.62
L/1888

Ninth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications
Status on 22 Oct.62
L/1888

Ninth Protocol of Supplementary Concessions
Note by Exec. Sec.
L/1711

Protocol of Terms of Accession of Japan
Status on 22 Oct.62
L/1888

Protocol Relating to Negotiations for the Establishment of New Schedule III - Brazil
Status on 22 Oct.62
L/1888

Declaration on the Continued Application of Schedules (1961-63)
Status on 22 Oct.62
L/1888

Entry into force
L/1864

Declaration Giving Effect to the Provisions of Article XVI:4
Entry into force
L/1864

Protocol of Accession of Cambodia
Status on 22 Oct.62
L/1888

Protocol to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
Embodying Results of the 1960-61 Tariff Conference
Status on 22 Oct.62
L/1888
Quantitative import restrictions

Committee on Balance-of-Payments Restrictions

List of representatives (7-18 May 62) BOP/INF/1
Arrangements and procedures for consultation in 1963 L/1914, SR.20/11
Programme of consultations in 1963 L/1929

Action taken by individual countries

Austria

Removal of restrictions effective on 1 Jan. 62 L/1725
Removal of restrictions effective 1 July 62 L/1825
Memorandum by Austria L/1917
Discussion 20th session SR.20/9

Burma

Recent changes in import controls L/1793

Ceylon

Modifications in second half of 1961 L/1710
Additional items subject to licensing restrictions L/1748
Recent changes in import controls L/1798

Chile

Suspension of imports of luxury and non-essential goods L/1755
Statement made by representative of Chile at Council 30 May 62 BCP/9
Consultation to be carried out by Balance-of-Payments Committee under Article XII:4(b) (unrevised) C/M/10

Denmark

Liberalization effective 1 Jan. 62 L/1722
Liberalization effective 1 July 62 L/1822

Finland

Import control programme for 1962 L/1792
Quantitative import restrictions (cont.)

Action taken by individual countries (cont.)

France

Consolidated liberalization list
Relaxation of restrictions effective 1 Jan. 62
List of products free from licensing control for certain cps
List of products subject to restrictions for OEEC countries, United States and Canada, as of 1 Jan. 62
List of products free from licensing control for certain cps

Greece

Modifications of the restrictions

Israel

Liberalization list

Italy

Liberalization of imports from Japan
List of products subject to restriction
Liberalization of imports from Japan

Japan

Recent liberalization

New Zealand

1962/63 import policy
Relaxation of import restrictions

Pakistan

Import policy for January–June 1962

South Africa

Import licensing schedule for 1962
Additional import facilities for 1962
Import control policy for 1963
Quantitative import restrictions (cont.)

Action taken by individual countries (cont.)

Switzerland

Import quotas for vehicles
Import control on motor vehicles

Turkey

Import régime for 1962

"Hard-core" balance-of-payments import restrictions

Discussions 20th session; validity of Decision of 5 March not to be extended

Residual import restrictions

Interim report of Panel of Experts
Report noted by Council
Report of Panel of Experts
Discussion Council (24-31 May 62) on procedures
Review of procedures
Discussion Council (22 Oct.62)
Discussion 20th session;

Notifications

Italian global quotas for butter imports
Modification of notification by Australia
Modification of notification by the Netherlands
Additional information sent by Australia
New or revised notifications made by Canada, Rhodesia and Nyasaland and Sierra Leone
List of products subject to restrictions by Italy
New or revised notifications made by Norway
New or revised notifications made by Netherlands
Modification of the United Kingdom list
Consolidated lists of residual import restrictions
Quantitative import restrictions (cont.)

Article XII consultations

Basic document for consultation with:
- Brazil (Article XII:4(b) unrevised)
  Statement supplied by Brazilian authorities
BOP/3
BOP/7

Report on consultation with Brazil
Noted by Council (24-31 May 62) and adopted by CPs
L/1777
C/M/10, SR.20/8

Basic documents for consultation with:
- Denmark
- Finland
- Japan
- New Zealand
- South Africa
- Uruguay

BOP/13
BOP/14
BOP/11, 21
BOP/10
BOP/12, Corr.1
BOP/16

Reports on consultations with:
- Denmark
- Finland
- Japan
- New Zealand
- South Africa
- Uruguay

L/1851
L/1843
L/1855
L/1853
L/1852
L/1856
SR.20/8

Reports adopted by CPs
Arrangements and procedures for consultations in 1963
Programme of consultations in 1963
L/1914, SR.20/11
L/1929

Article XVIII consultations

Ceylon - Council agreed (22-28 Feb.62) next consultation under para.12(b) postponed until 1963
C/M/9

Ghana - Council agreed (22-28 Feb.62) consultation be initiated and continued by BOPs Committee
C/M/9

Reports on consultations with:
- Ceylon
  Adoption of reports
- Ghana
- Greece
- Israel

L/1847, Add.1,
L/1918
SR.20/11
L/1778
L/1776, Add.1
L/1775

Reports noted by Council (24-31 May 62) and adopted by CPs
- India
- Pakistan

C/M/10, SR.20/8
L/1897
L/1787, Add.1
SR.20/8

Reports adopted by CPs
Arrangements and procedures for consultations in 1963
Programme of consultations in 1963
L/1914, SR.20/11
L/1929
Quantitative import restrictions (cont.)

Article XVIII consultations

Basic documentation

Ceylon
Chile
Ghana

Statement by representative of Ghana at Council (26 Feb. 62)
Greece
India
Israel
Pakistan

R

Residual import restrictions

(See "Quantitative restrictions ...")

Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Federation of

Customs treatment for United Kingdom territories
action by Rhodesia and Nyasaland
Second annual report (1962) under Decision of 19 Nov. 60
Report noted

S

Samples and Advertising Materials, Convention on

Report by the Executive Secretary
Schedules, rectification and modification of
(See also "Article XXVIII")
Certification not possible during 20th session
Schedule I (Australia)

Request for authority to enter into renegotiation; granted by CPs

L/1773
L/1884
SR. 20/4
L/1752, Rev. 1
SR. 20/11
C/M 12, SR. 20/3,
L/189

BOP/17, Add. 1, BOP/22
BOP/18, BOP/20
BOP/1
BOP/2
BOP/5, Rev. 1-2
BOP/15, BOP/19
BOP/6, Rev. 1
BOP/4, Rev. 1, BOP/8

L/1889
Schedule XIII (New Zealand)

Discussion 20th session re request by New Zealand for further extension of Decision of 4 June 60
Draft decision
Adoption of decision
Text of Decision (31 Oct. 62)

Schedule XX (United States)

(See also "Article XIX")

Discussion 20th session

Sessions: procedures for

Note by the Exec. Sec. on procedures for sessions

South Africa - waiver from Article I

Annual report (1962) under Decision of 4 June 60
Council (22-28 Feb. 62) took note of report

Spain: Participation in the work of the CPs

Discussion Council (24-31 May 62); request for extension of Decision of 4 June 60
Draft decision
Text of Decision (30 May 62)
Proposed further extension of Decision of 4 June 60
Discussion 20th session
Draft decision
Adoption of decision
Text of Decision (7 Nov. 62)

State-trading enterprises: Article XVII

Notifications by cps - suggestions by the Exec. Sec.
Discussion 20th session; approval of suggestions
Notifications by cps

Subsidies: notifications under Article XVI

(See also "Article XVI ...")

Notifications submitted by:
South Africa
Denmark
Yugoslavia
Subsidies: notifications under Article XVI (cont.)

Notifications submitted by:
- Ghana
- India
- United States

Notification by cps - suggestions by the Exec. Sec.
- Discussion 20th session; approval of suggestions: SR.20/2, 8

Surplus disposal

- Submission of reports by cps: L/1814
- Activities of other international agencies: L/1831
- Reports by cps: L/1860

Switzerland: provisional accession of

- Second annual report by Switzerland under para.1(b) of Declaration of 22 Nov.58: L/1862
- Report noted: SR.20/9

Tariff reduction

(See "International Trade - Expansion of ...")

Tariff negotiations - 1960/61

- Arrangements for conclusion of tariff negotiations: TN.60/SR.15
- Developments in Tariff Conference: C/M/9
- Review of developments and closing date of conference: TN.60/SR.16
- List of offices of delegations and conference secretariat: TN.60/INF/6, Rev.2-3, Corr.1, Add.1, Rev.4

- Final Act and Protocol to the GATT embodying the results of the 1960-61 tariff conference: TN.60/21
- Preparation of schedules of concessions: TN.60/22, 23
- Signature of instruments embodying results: TN.60/24
- Note by Exec. Sec. on arrangements for public announcement of conclusion of the "Dillon" round of negotiations: TN.60/25
Tariff negotiations - 1960/61 (cont.)

**Legal Drafting Group**

Draft protocol for accession of Cambodia approved; draft protocol and decision for accession of Spain to be presented later

Supplementary report

Protocols of accession of Cambodia, Israel and Portugal; opening for acceptance

Fixing date for opening for acceptance of "General" Protocol Embodying Results of Tariff Conference

**Television programmes - application of GATT to international trade in**

Report of WP

Report noted by Council (24-31 May 62) and WP to meet again at 20th session

Discussion 20th session

Revised United States draft recommendation

**Territories to which the General Agreement is applied**

(See "Article XXVI ... Application of the General Agreement")

**Trinidad and Tobago, admission as a contracting party**

Communication from United Kingdom

Draft declaration

Discussion 20th session and adoption of declaration

Text of Declaration (23 Oct.62)

**Tropical products**

(See "International trade ... - Com.III - Obstacles to the trade of less-developed countries")

**Twentieth session**

(See also "Agenda")

Postponement of session until 23 Oct.62

Preparations by Council

Arrangements for distribution of documents

Information for delegations

List of offices of delegations and conference secretariat
Twentieth session (cont.)

Security arrangements
List of representatives
Status of credentials
Order of business
Summary records

TWENTY/4
TWENTY/5, Add.1, Rev.1, Add.1
TWENTY/6, Rev.1
W.20/1
SR.20/1-13

Uganda: admission of

Communication from Uganda
Draft declaration
Discussion 20th session and adoption of declaration
Text of Declaration (23 Oct.62)
L/1828
L/1857
SR.20/1
L/1879

United Arab Republic - accession

Request for accession
Discussion Council (24-31 May-62); establishment of WP
Membership and terms of reference
Statement by Representative of UAR at Council
Memorandum on the commercial policy of the UAR
Text of Treaty establishing African-Common Market
Report of WP; draft decision and declaration
Discussion 20th session; approval of Declaration and adoption of decision and report
Texts of Declaration and Decision (13 Nov.62)
'L/1759
'C/M/10
'L/1802, Rev.1
'L/1784
'L/1816, Add.2-3
'L/1816, Add.1
'L/1876, Corr.1
'SR.20/9
'L/1935, L/1936

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

Proposal submitted to Second Committee of UN General Assembly
L/1892, Corr.1

United States Tariff Commission

Investigations on:
Baseball gloves, ceramic mosaic tiles, sheet glass
Modification of bound duty on Wilton carpets
Straight dressmakers' or common pins
Modification of bound duty on sheet glass
Import quotas for cheese
Imports of cotton products
L/1509/Add.2
L/1530/Add.2-3
L/1747/Add.1
L/1509/Add.3
L/1511/Add.2
L/1655/Add.1
United States: waiver in connexion with Section 22 of Agricultural Adjustment Act

Eighth annual report under Decision of 5 March 55  
Discussion 20th session; appointment of WP on United States Waiver  
Membership and terms of reference  
Report of WP  
Discussion 20th session; adoption of report  

United States tariff simplification

(See "Article XXVIII")

United States Trade Expansion Act

(See "International trade ... - Tariff reduction")

United States schedules of tariff classification

Communication from the United States

United Kingdom negotiation (bananas)

Fresh bananas - renegotiation under Article XXVIII and invocation of United Kingdom waivers; note by United Kingdom delegation  
Appointment of technical Panel (Council 22-28 Feb.62)  
Terms of reference and membership  
Report by Panel  
Report noted by Council (24-31 May 62)  

United Kingdom waiver - dependent overseas territories

Eighth annual report (1962)  
Report noted  

United Kingdom - waiver from Article I

Ninth annual report (1962)  
Report noted  

Uruguayan customs tariff

Termination of preferences for Paraguay  

Uruguayan import surcharges

Report under Decision of 8 May 61  
Report noted
Yugoslavia: relations with

Review of trade relations between Yugoslavia and signatories to the Declaration of 25 May 59:
- Proposed procedures and arrangements for third review
- Re-appointment of WP which met at 19th session; terms of reference and membership
- Statements by Yugoslav representative
- Request by Government of Yugoslavia to accede under Article XXIII
- Basic document for third review under Declaration of 25 May 59
- Draft and final report of WP; draft declaration and decision
- Discussion 20th session; approval of Declaration and adoption of Decision and report of WP
- Texts of Decision and Declaration (13 Nov. 62)

Documents:
- C/W/40, I/1791
- C/M/10
- L/1800, W.20/14
- L/1868
- L/1877, Corr.1-2
- W.20/12, I/1901
- SR.20/9
- L/1937, I/1939